Read Free Guruji

Guruji
Form an unbreakable connect with this astounding being of
divine light by reading the ‘Divine Connect’ and experience
the most virtuous path of not only walking towards the
wonderful source of divine light ‘GuruJi’ but also form a deep
and loving connection with him in order to attain his blessings
which can transform one’s life beautifully and fill it with an
utmost splendour.
The author had a passion for writing when he was in
intermediate. But he was not able to devote time and hence
writing aspirations died. At the age of Maturism again a
feeling inspired him to write. Inspired by some incidents of his
college life he thought of writing a romance story. Pundariks
Harina is result of this. Pundarik is a village boy, good at
studies, seeks admission to a city school. His simplicity and
innocence makes him an instrument of mock in class but he
is loved by teachers for his intelligence. Chemistry lab is
encountered by an incident with a beautiful girl Harina, that
again creates an environment of mock for Pundarik. Between
these mocks, Pundarik leaves his rent room and starts living
with a sage in the temple of Radha Madhav. The sage loves
him like his son and in due course of time, Harina feels
repentance for her doing. Once she was in the temple with
her mother and she sees that Pundarik was in the temple and
performing arti and was attracted by his melodious voice. As
time passes Pundarik by his merits and talents becomes
famous in school and Harina falls in love with him. Then
happens to be love between them in separation. Gradually
that ends in the union of two souls
In 1991, author Sunil Reddy was a college student in
Hyderabad when he sought out Guruji Verahur V. Srinivasan,
a retired deputy inspector general of police who was a Yogi
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and a God-realized saint. Reddy wanted to learn the art of
meditation from this man who was a prodigy in mastering
different spiritual paths. They connected, and for the next four
years, the two met weekly. Guruji: Teachings of a Hindu Saint
recounts those meetings and the lessons learned. Reddy
presents this collection of spiritual practices and techniques
gleaned from a master and designed to help guide a true
practitioner. He narrates Guruji’s visions and experiences
with other masters, details the stages of spiritual progress,
addresses distractions and detractions, repeatedly shows the
qualities of true practice, and offers guideposts for
assessment. Providing an in-depth look at many concepts
central to the practice of Hinduism, Guruji: Teachings of a
Hindu Saint guides disciples and seekers in their quest for
spiritual enlightenment.
?A respected teacher in a village who changed lives of
villagers. Masterji was a complete advisor to poor &
uneducated in family, agricultural, educational, legal &
community matters. Born in 1900, Masterji was an inspiration
and a role model for children and parents in his as well as
surrounding villages. Here is a life story of a teacher who first
struggled to educate himself & then took up the mission to
uplift the lives of villagers.
On 29 th June 2010 at 2: 05 p.m.Maangi Hai Uske Dar Par,
Uski Meher, Bikhaari Bankar. Gayi Thi, Khaali Haat, Aayi
Vaaniyan Mere SaathUski, Sougaat Bankar.This book, "MY
JOURNEY WITH GURUJI, Telepathic Connection with the
Light of Divinity" is based on a telepathic connection with the
one light. It is about 'Raman' being an Observer to the Divine
Voice which was guiding the Author in poetic form and the
manifestation of the Divine words in the physical plane (i.e.
The author has been receiving guidance's in poetic form
telepathically and then incidents related to it have
materialized on the physical plane. So the miracles have
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been proved with photographs attached to it.) Divine Nirmal
Guruji Maharajmade 'Raman' along with the Devotees
(namely the Sangat), become aware of one God i.e. the light
and 'Ek Omkar', and experience the manifestations as and
when the Divine words were dictated to 'Raman' all the while
throughout her Journey of life thus proving to 'Raman' and the
Sangat that they were not hallucinating by providing them
with photographs and hence blessed all of them and bless all
who read about them, THE MIND CAN HALLUCINATE BUT
A CAMERA DOES NOT.Raman's Telepathic Connection
began with her Divine Nirmal Guruji Maharaj when he was
Alive and remained even after he took 'Maha Samadhi' and
also appeared in front of her proving himself to be THE
DEATHLESS GURU. These 'Vaanis' have been dictated to
Raman from both the sides of the Beloved and the Lover.
Raman started Realizing that the lyrics were expressing the
true feelings of her soul for her Divine Nirmal Guruji Maharaj
in the most beautiful manner. Raman began having a strong
feeling of recognition and connectivity with thefeelings related
to these Lyrics leaving her in an amazed state of mind every
time a 'Vaani' was dictated to her. Raman finally falls in love
with the Divine himself not realizing when and how love
overtook all her questioning and confused senses.
In the summer of 2006, Colour-Sargeant Kailash Limbu's
platoon was sent to relieve and occupy a police compound in
the town of Now Zad in Helmand. He was told to prepare for a
forty-eight hour operation. In the end, he and his men were
under siege for thirty-one days - one of the longest such
sieges in the whole of the Afghan campaign. Kailash Limbu
recalls the terrifying and exciting details of those thirty-one
days - in which they killed an estimated one hundred Taliban
fighters - and intersperses them with the story of his own life
as a villager from the Himalayas. He grew up in a place
without roads or electricity and didn't see a car until he was
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fifteen. Kailash's descriptions of Gurkha training and rituals including how to use the lethal Kukri knife - are eye-opening
and fascinating. They combine with the story of his time in
Helmand to create a unique account of one man's life as a
Gurkha.
At 15:03 hours all the nine masters are dead without leaving
any trail of the murderer. The nine masters were guardians of
the nine books written by Ravana, which held the ultimate
wisdom that could either construct or destruct the fate of the
entire mankind. As the legend says, these books were
received by Laxman from Ravana while counting his last
breath. When Ashoka got to know the supremacy of these
books he tried to get hold of all the masters. However, after
gaining the knowledge of just one book Kalinga war broke out
and massacre changed his perception. He could fathom what
knowledge of the nine books, if gone in the wrong hands,
could do with the entire mankind. Thus, he created a secret
society to protect those nine books of supreme wisdom. But
how could all the secret member, who were unknown to each
other, be killed at the same time? New masters are
nominated but will they be able to sojourn the impending
apocalypse? Will they be able to face their destiny?
In 1991, author Sunil Reddy was a college student in
Hyderabad when he sought out Guruji Verahur V. Srinivasan,
a retired deputy inspector general of police who was a Yogi
and a God-realized saint. Reddy wanted to learn the art of
meditation from this man who was a prodigy in mastering
different spiritual paths. They connected, and for the next four
years, the two met weekly. "Guruji: Teachings of a Hindu
Saint" recounts those meetings and the lessons learned.
Reddy presents this collection of spiritual practices and
techniques gleaned from a master and designed to help
guide a true practitioner. He narrates Guruji's visions and
experiences with other masters, details the stages of spiritual
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progress, addresses distractions and detractions, repeatedly
shows the qualities of true practice, and offers guideposts for
assessment. Providing an in-depth look at many concepts
central to the practice of Hinduism, "Guruji: Teachings of a
Hindu Saint" guides disciples and seekers in their quest for
spiritual enlightenment.

Naina is a new-age girl with many dreams and a
goal in life. But her parents are all set to get her
hitched right after her MBA. Naina pines to live and
enjoy her life, and has absolutely no faith in her
parents’ choice. On top of everything, Naina’s life
becomes a rollercoaster ride when her family priest
foretells that Naina will marry her lover from the
previous birth; still, the marriage will be an arranged
one! Meanwhile, Raghav – a charming, chivalrous,
and almost irresistible guy – enters her life
thunderously. And Naina, unwittingly, feels herself
drawn to him for reasons she cannot understand.
Naina’s love life takes twists and turns in a way that
they put her in a holy mess. And everything seems
to be related to the mystery of her past life. Will
Naina be able to find her true love? What mystery
does her past life hold? What if she marries the
wrong person? A modern-day love story rooted in
the past, this story is Naina’s thrilling quest for The
Lover in My Dreams.
All these books are based on my real life story - my
Autobiography ---- Anantam ShukraanaaOn 29th
June 2010 at 2: 05 p.m. Maangi Hai Uske Dar Par,
Uski Meher, Bikhaari Page
Bankar.
Gayi Thi, Khaali Haat,
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Aayi Vaaniyan Mere Saath Uski, Sougaat Bankar.
This book, "MY JOURNEY WITH GURUJI,
Telepathic Connection with the Light of Divinity" is
based on a telepathic connection with the one light.
It is about 'Raman' being an Observer to the Divine
Voice which was guiding the Author in poetic form
and the manifestation of the Divine words in the
physical plane (i.e. The author has been receiving
guidance's in poetic form telepathically and then
incidents related to it have materialized on the
physical plane. So the miracles have been proved
with photographs attached to it.) Divine Nirmal Guruji
Maharajmade 'Raman' along with the Devotees
(namely the Sangat), become aware of one God i.e.
the light and 'Ek Omkar', and experience the
manifestations as and when the Divine words were
dictated to 'Raman' all the while throughout her
Journey of life thus proving to 'Raman' and the
Sangat that they were not hallucinating by providing
them with photographs and hence blessed all of
them and bless all who read about them, THE MIND
CAN HALLUCINATE BUT A CAMERA DOES
NOT.Raman's Telepathic Connection began with her
Divine Nirmal Guruji Maharaj when he was Alive and
remained even after he took 'Maha Samadhi' and
also appeared in front of her proving himself to be
THE DEATHLESS GURU. These 'Vaanis' have been
dictated to Raman from both the sides of the
Beloved and the Lover. Raman started Realizing that
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the lyrics were expressing the true feelings of her
soul for her Divine Nirmal Guruji Maharaj in the most
beautiful manner. Raman began having a strong
feeling of recognition and connectivity with
thefeelings related to these Lyrics leaving her in an
amazed state of mind every time a 'Vaani' was
dictated to her. Raman finally falls in love with the
Divine himself not realizing when and how love
overtook all her questioning and confused senses.
Guruji: The Mentor is an easy and simple form of
literature for the commoner to walk on the path of
spirituality with strength and support to succeed
against misfortune and to drag favor out of destiny
too. With the blessings of Lord Hanumanta, I am
sure the Guruji will definitely stand behind everybody
as a mentor, as a guide, and as a supporter.
Orissa Society of Americas 22nd Annual Convention
Souvenir for Convention held in Chicago, Illinois in
1991 re-published as Golden Jubilee Convention
July 4-7, 2019 Atlantic City, New Jersey
commemorative edition. Odisha Society of the
Americas Golden Jubilee Convention will be held in
Atlantic City, New Jersey during July 4-7, 2019.
Convention website is http://www.osa2019.org.
Odisha Society of the Americas website is
http://www.odishasociety.org
Biography of Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar, founder
leader of Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh, Indian
sociopolitical organization.
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On 29 th June 2010 at 2: 05 p.m.Maangi Hai Uske
Dar Par, Uski Meher, Bikhaari Bankar. Gayi
ThiKhaali Haat, AayiVaaniyan Mere Saath,
UskiSougaat Bankar.This book, "MY JOURNEY
WITH GURUJI, Telepathic Connection with theLight
of Divinity" is based on a telepathic connection with
the onelight. It is about 'Raman' being an Observer
to the Divine Voice whichwas guiding the Author in
poetic form and the manifestation of theDivine words
in the physical plane (i.e. The author has been
receivingguidance's in poetic form telepathically and
then incidents related toit have materialized on the
physical plane. So the miracles have beenproved
with photographs attached to it.) Divine Nirmal Guruji
Maharajmade 'Raman' along with the Devotees
(namely the Sangat), become awareof one God i.e.
the light and 'Ek Omkar', and experience
themanifestations as and when the Divine words
were dictated to 'Raman'all the while throughout her
Journey of life thus proving to 'Raman'and the
Sangat that they were not hallucinating by providing
them withphotographs and hence blessed all of them
and bless all who read aboutthem, THE MIND CAN
HALLUCINATE BUT A CAMERA DOES
NOT.Raman's Telepathic Connection began with her
Divine Nirmal GurujiMaharaj when he was Alive and
remained even after he took 'MahaSamadhi' and
also appeared in front of her proving himself to be
THEDEATHLESS GURU. These 'Vaanis' have been
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dictated to Raman from boththe sides of the Beloved
and the Lover. Raman started Realizing thatthe
lyrics were expressing the true feelings of her soul
for herDivine Nirmal Guruji Maharaj in the most
beautiful manner. Raman beganhaving a strong
feeling of recognition and connectivity with
thefeelings related to these Lyrics leaving her in an
amazed state ofmind every time a 'Vaani' was
dictated to her. Raman finally falls inlove with the
Divine himself not realizing when and how love
overtookall her questioning and confused
senses.Further it is mentioned in the book where
required that the readerscan see videos of the
incidents as explained in the book on the webpage
gurujimaharaj-ki-vani.info
Shamans, Mystics and Doctors is a detailed and
thoroughly fascinating account of the many ways in
which the ancient healing traditions of
India—embodied in the rituals of shamans, the
teachings of gurus and the precepts of the school of
medicine known as Ayurveda—diagnose and treat
emotional disorder. Drawing on three years of
intensive fieldwork and his own psychoanalytic
training and experience, Sudhir Kakar takes us into a
world of Islamic mosques and Hindu temples, of
assembled multitudes, and dingy, out-of-the-way
consultation rooms… a world where patients and
healers blame evil spirits for emotional disturbances…
where dreams and symptoms that would be familiar
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to Freud are interpreted in terms of a myriad of
deities and legends… where trance-like “dissociation
states” are induced to bring out and resolve the
conflicts of repressed anger, lust and envy… where
proper grooming, diet, exercise and conduct are
(and have been for centuries) seen as essential to
the preservation of a healthy mind and body. As he
witnesses the practitioners and their patients, as he
elucidates the therapeutic systems on which their
encounters are based, as he contrasts his own
Western training and biases with evidence of his
eyes (and the sympathies of his heart), Kakar
reveals the universal concerns of these individuals
and their admittedly foreign cultures—people we can
recognize and feel for, people (like their Western
counterparts) trying to find some balance between
the pressures and rewards of the external world and
the fantasies and desires of the internal. This is a
major work of cultural interpretation, a book that
challenges (and should enhance) our understanding
of therapy, mental health and individual freedom.
GurujiA Portrait of Sri K. Pattabhi Jois Through the
Eyes of His StudentsNorth Point Press
In the modern world of complicated love
relationships, life turns around for a young, meek,
shy Jatt boy residing in the Jatt village of south Delhi
when he accidentally meets a posh, sophisticated
south Delhi girl in a bizarre accident and how love
strikes... But there is one hell of an obstacle that this
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Jatt boy has to endure... and the obstacle is no one
else but the girl’s BFF, who is a sensible, smart,
sleek, south Delhi guy and he would leave no stone
unturned just to check if the Jatt boy is eligible for his
BFF. Here the battle lines are etched as the Jatt boy
has to prove his worth not only to the girl he is madly
in love with, but also to the girl’s guy BFF. A fun
whacky drama ensures between BFF and BAE. Who
will the girl choose?? Will it be her BFF or will it be
her BAE?
This book will change the way one looks at the
world. A must read. A must treasure. A great
adventure through a person's life. It brings out
nature's gift to the world and will give you the
reasons for your existence on this planet. Story of a
young man travelling to India in search of answers to
his life's mission. He comes to a place where his
mentor provides him divine guidance. The guidance
helps the young man understand the significance of
life and how this truth could carve his life mission. He
is brought to understand life's main system - the
principle of connectivity and integration of mind,
body and the universe. The story revolves around
fishes in a bowl and how these as a medium helps in
the young man's change of mission in life by way of
making him understand the intricacies thereon.
Spiritualising Life has three volume, which contain
the talks given by Mananeeya Eknathji Ranade on
the workers who were undergoing training. These
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lectures are delivered to mould the life workers of
Vivekananda Kendra, to become fit enough to fulfill
the mission of the organisation. These talks deal with
the essential qualities of an ideal worker and these in
fact are coming from a person who is an
embodiment of selfless service; makes it even more
worthy to listen and emulate.
Nitin’s mother means the world to him and when
she breathes her last in his arms, it changes him
upside down. A soft and humble guy declares
rebellion against his father. On the way to fulfill his
father’s desire of him becoming an engineer, he
takes a bold decision and runs away to a completely
new city for pursuing his ambition of becoming a
famous singer.Against all the odds, he is not just
able to fight the blues, but also forges new bonds of
friendship in a completely new place. Once again
destiny catches up with his happiness and he finds
himself on the crossroad of life. His most loved
friends end up in grave trouble and Nitin is
confronted with the most difficult choice of his
life!Will Nitin be able to survive the outcome of his
choice and come out of it as a champion or will he
take the plunge towards deluge of
depression?Nitin’s journey is the one, which almost
every individual has to undergo in one form or the
other. This story gives the insight into the actual
challenges that confront all of us and it also shares
the wisdom to understand that most solutions are not
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just within our reach, but are within ourselves. The
process is just about digging deep within.
“Kalu picked up the flute by his side and started to
play. The sound was deep and full, as if he were
translating his thoughts into music. It stayed in the
air like dust floating on the sunlight, and each note
held the promise of something not quite spoken but
maybe heard in the darkness of a dream.”
Abandoned as a young child, Kalu, a cheeky street
kid, has carved out a life for himself in rural India. In
the quiet village of Hastinapore, Kalu has also found
friends: Bal, the solitary boy who tends the local
buffaloes, and Malti, a gentle servant girl, who with
her mistress, Ganga Ba, has watched over Kalu
since he first wandered into the small town. One day,
perched high in the branches of a banyan tree, Kalu
chooses a leaf, rolls it tightly, and as he’s done for
as long as he can remember, blows through it. His
pure, simple notes dance through the air and attract
a traveling healer, whose interest will change Kalu’s
life forever, setting him on a path he would never
have dreamt possible and testing his belief in himself
and his sense of identity. Rich in texture and
atmosphere, Dancing to the Flute is a heartwarming
story of a community’s joys and sorrows, the
transformative powers of music, the many faces of
friendship, and a boy’s journey, against all odds, to
become a man.
Engaged Buddhism is founded on the belief that
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genuine spiritual practice requires an active
involvement in society. Engaged Buddhism in the
West illuminates the evolution of this new chapter in
the Buddhist tradition - including its history,
leadership, and teachings - and addresses issues
such as violence and peace, race and gender,
homelessness, prisons, and the environment.
Eighteen new studies explore the activism of
renowned leaders and organizations, such as Thich
Nhat Hanh, Bernard Glassman, Joanna Macy, the
Buddhist Peace Fellowship, and the Free Tibet
Movement, and the emergence of a new Buddhism
in North America, Europe, South Africa, and
Australia.
Siddha Rajakumar was a young South Indian film
director when he first met his Guru Siddha
Kagapujanda in 1981. He was rigorously trained in
spiritual practices and blessed with supernatural
yogic powers by Siddha Kagapujanda at the youthful
age of twenty-four. Armed with the knowledge that
eradicating hunger and disease in mankind is both a
service to the Lord and a mighty penance, Siddha
Kagapujanda transformed Siddha Rajakumar into a
redeemer of the Age of Vice and escorted his
beloved disciple to all the caves and shrines of the
Western Ghats, a mountain range of Southern India
throughout which siddhas meditate in the astral form.
Siddha Rajakumar has access to all the caves, hills,
and jungles where siddhas meditate in South India.
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His knowledge about them is unparalleled and
cannot be challenged by any living person.
Biography of Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar,
1906-1973, second "sarasanghachalak" of the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh.
On 29 th June 2010 at 2: 05 p.m.Maangi Hai Uske Dar
Par, Uski Meher, Bikhaari Bankar. Gayi Thi, Khaali Haat,
Aayi Vaaniyan Mere SaathUski, Sougaat Bankar.This
book, "MY JOURNEY WITH GURUJI, Telepathic
Connection with theLight of Divinity" is based on a
telepathic connection with the onelight. It is about
'Raman' being an Observer to the Divine Voice
whichwas guiding the Author in poetic form and the
manifestation of theDivine words in the physical plane
(i.e. The author has been receivingguidance's in poetic
form telepathically and then incidents related toit have
materialized on the physical plane. So the miracles have
beenproved with photographs attached to it.) Divine
Nirmal Guruji Maharajmade 'Raman' along with the
Devotees (namely the Sangat), become awareof one
God i.e. the light and 'Ek Omkar', and experience
themanifestations as and when the Divine words were
dictated to 'Raman'all the while throughout her Journey
of life thus proving to 'Raman'and the Sangat that they
were not hallucinating by providing them
withphotographs and hence blessed all of them and
bless all who read aboutthem, THE MIND CAN
HALLUCINATE BUT A CAMERA DOES NOT.Raman's
Telepathic Connection began with her Divine Nirmal
GurujiMaharaj when he was Alive and remained even
after he took 'MahaSamadhi' and also appeared in front
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of her proving himself to be THEDEATHLESS GURU.
These 'Vaanis' have been dictated to Raman from
boththe sides of the Beloved and the Lover. Raman
started Realizing thatthe lyrics were expressing the true
feelings of her soul for herDivine Nirmal Guruji Maharaj
in the most beautiful manner. Raman beganhaving a
strong feeling of recognition and connectivity with
thefeelings related to these Lyrics leaving her in an
amazed state ofmind every time a 'Vaani' was dictated to
her. Raman finally falls inlove with the Divine himself not
realizing when and how love overtookall her questioning
and confused senses.Further it is mentioned in the book
where required that the readerscan see videos of the
incidents as explained in the book on the Blog- https:
//gurujimaharaj-ki-vani.info/
This book, a sequel to the bestseller Autobiography of an
Avadhoota, covers memorable experiences of
Avadhoota Nadananda’s childhood and his later life as a
sanyasi (renunciate monk), Guru, Avadhoota and a
social worker. The reader travels with him as he
determinedly journeys through the vicissitudes of his
early life, climbing the lofty peaks of the Himalayas to
Gyanganj, the land of the Avadhootas, sharing his
overflowing joy in serving fellow human beings and
eventually finding his successor. It outlines the
multifaceted life of Avadhoota Nadananda through his
memories as an Avadhoota with a vision, a sadhaka
(spiritual practitioner) with a mission, a dreaming social
activist with great love for the world, a guru with
experiences to share, and a human being who only
wanted to see his fellow beings live in eternal harmony
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and mutual love. Welcome to the journey of a lifetime
that takes us through the mind and life of a simple man,
a staunch spiritualist, a man of uncanny tenacity and
conviction, a super human, a complete disciple who
never asked his Master “WHY?”. The exceptional story
of a living master, Avadhoota Nadananda. The Man. The
Vulnerability. The Tenacity. The Determination. The
Grace. The Purpose. The Miseries. The Masters! "A
Masterpiece beyond definitions! The journey of a thinking
man into the unthinkable realms of true spirituality,
guided by his powerful guru, chiseled through unforgiving
lifestyles in the toughest terrains of Himalayas, to great
heights of superconscious existence! A modern-day epic.
A must-read indeed" - Mohanji
A treasure trove of memories of Yogacharya B.K.S.
Iyengar and his Yoga Institute RIMYI.
In the ancient lands of mystical India, where there are
monsters and asuras. Rudra is an ordinary boy who lives
with his friends and Guru Malleshwara in their settlement
and learns the ancient art of fighting techniques, mantras
and siddhi. The students live a very unremarkable life
where their only adventure is learning yoga and
meditation to develop siddhi. That is until Guru
Malleshwara sends them on an epic journey and all hell
breaks loose! Read and find out how Rudra discovers his
true heritage at the Kingdom of Rudrabag, the reason
behind his father’s mysterious death, who is out to kill
him, and how he uncovers the most amazing secret of all
time.
AN UNPRECEDENTED PORTRAIT OF A GREAT
YOGA TEACHER AND THE WAYS IN WHICH
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TEACHINGS AND TRADITIONS ARE PASSED ON It is
a rare and remarkable soul who becomes legendary
during the course of his life by virtue of great service to
others. Sri K. Pattabhi Jois was such a soul, and through
his teaching of yoga, he transformed the lives of
countless people. The school in Mysore that he founded
and ran for more than sixty years trained students who,
through the knowledge they received and their devotion,
have helped to spread the daily practice of traditional
Ashtanga yoga to tens of thousands around the world.
Guruji paints a unique portrait of a unique man, revealed
through the accounts of his students. Among the thirty
men and women interviewed here are Indian students
from Jois's early teaching days; intrepid Americans and
Europeans who traveled to Mysore to learn yoga in the
1970s; and important family members who studied as
well as lived with Jois and continue to practice and teach
abroad or run the Ashtanga Yoga Institute today. Many
of the contributors (as well as the authors) are influential
teachers who convey their experience of Jois every day
to students in many different parts of the globe. Anyone
interested in the living tradition of yoga will find Guruji
richly rewarding.
This collection of short stories is for the fast-paced
millennials, whom the author calls “The Post Googlist
Generation” who want everything hastily, at their
fingertips and on the go. The language has also shrunk
in size to allow the pace. The world-view of this
generation is that what cannot be done through an app
cannot and should not be done. Their expectations of a
story are a striking start, a quickly built middle and an
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interesting end. Stories in the collection seek to meet
these expectations of this generation talking to them in
their own language. They also echo the changing lives
and changing aspirations of the time.
This book provides a set of fresh and compelling
interdisciplinary approaches to the enduring
phenomenon of the guru in South Asia. Moving across
different gurus and kinds of gurus, and between past and
present, the chapters call attention to the extraordinary
scope and richness of the social lives and roles of South
Asian gurus. Prevailing scholarship has rightly
considered the guru to be a source of religious and
philosophical knowledge and mystical bodily practices.
This book goes further and considers the social
engagements and entanglements of these spiritual
leaders, not just on their own (narrowly denominational)
terms, but in terms of their diverse, complex, rapidly
evolving engagements with ‘society’ broadly conceived.
The book explores and illuminates the significance of
female gurus, gurus from the perspective of Islam,
imbrications of guru-ship and slavery in pre-modern
India, connections between gurus and power,
governance and economic liberalization in modern and
contemporary India, vexed questions of sexuality and
guru-ship, gurus’ charitable endeavours, the
cosmopolitanism of gurus in contexts of spiritual tourism,
and the mediation of gurus via technologies of electronic
communication. Bringing together internationally
renowned scholars from religious studies, political
science, history, sociology and anthropology, The Guru
in South Asia provides exciting and original new insights
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into South Asian guru-ship.
"My mother used to weave aaydans, the Marathi generic
term for all things made from bamboo. I find that her act
of weaving and my act of writing are organically linked.
The weave is similar. It is the weave of pain, suffering,
and agony that links us." Activist and award-winning
writer Urmila Pawar recounts three generations of Dalit
women who struggled to overcome the burden of their
caste. Dalits, or untouchables, make up India's poorest
class. Forbidden from performing anything but the most
undesirable and unsanitary duties, for years Dalits were
believed to be racially inferior and polluted by nature and
were therefore forced to live in isolated communities.
Pawar grew up on the rugged Konkan coast, near
Mumbai, where the Mahar Dalits were housed in the
center of the village so the upper castes could summon
them at any time. As Pawar writes, "the community grew
up with a sense of perpetual insecurity, fearing that they
could be attacked from all four sides in times of conflict.
That is why there has always been a tendency in our
people to shrink within ourselves like a tortoise and
proceed at a snail's pace." Pawar eventually left Konkan
for Mumbai, where she fought for Dalit rights and
became a major figure in the Dalit literary movement.
Though she writes in Marathi, she has found fame in all
of India. In this frank and intimate memoir, Pawar not
only shares her tireless effort to surmount hideous
personal tragedy but also conveys the excitement of an
awakening consciousness during a time of profound
political and social change.
Right since its inception, there has been a tradition in the
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RSS of not highlighting the work of an individual, so the
lives and work done by the Sarsanghchalaks have not
been discussed publicly much. The general perception is
that the RSS chief (Sarsanghchalak) is one of the most
powerful persons in the country as he holds swayÊover
millions of swayamsevaks (volunteers) Êand Êdozens
Êof organisations Êrun Êby Êthese swayamsevaks
Êincluding Êthe Bharatiya ÊJanata Party which rules at
the Centre as well as in several states. But what is the
truth? What role Sarsanghchalaks have played in
shaping the RSS? This well researched book takes one
through the lives of the five Sarsanghchalaks Êwho had
steered RSS since its inception through one of its most
tumultuous years. It tells a hitherto untold story about not
only the lives of the Sarsanghchalaks but also the
journey of the RSS itself.
This is the true story of a little boy who saw, loved, and
honoured the divine Light in everything and
everyone...and this made him very different from other
children. While other children would go to the playground
to play, he would go to temples and pray. While others
would spend their money on candy, he would spend his
money of pictures of saints. He was teased, sometimes,
for being so different, but he would grow up to become
the Satguru, the great spiritual teacher, that we now
respectfully call ‘Guruji’. This is the true story of a child
with the Light inside: Paramahamsa Sri Swami
Vishwananda. (This book is designed for an adult to read
to their child, since the story is simple, but the vocabulary
is more advanced than small children are familiar with.)
India, 1941. The country is in the midst of an uprising
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against the British Raj. Led by Gandhi's freedom fighters,
the people rebel against the oppressive influence of the
British monarchy. One teenage girl, however, has other
matters on her mind. Princess Malvika Singh, otherwise
known as the spoilt and mischievous Mili, has just been
accepted into the School of Tender Hearts. When Mili
and her best friend Vicky arrive at the boarding school,
they meet new friends Gurpreet and Jatin and
commence causing havoc. But even while skipping
lessons and playing practical jokes, the four cannot
entirely forget the unrest and violence taking place in the
outside world. And when tragedy strikes the students,
they must all learn to cope with their grief. Mili finds
herself transformed from spoilt princess into someone
more solitary and independent. With this comes an
increasing closeness to her teacher Raven, who seems
to be the only one she can trust. As the violence
escalates and love blossoms, the students must all
consider their futures, and what it means to be Indian in
these tumultuous times.
The story is about a rustic boy, Shankara transforming
into a spiritual guru. God decides that spirituality is on
the waning side in the earth. He acts through four great
spiritual gurus. An emissary is sent to the village to bring
the boy to Haridwar, for spiritual training, a holy town in
India. The emissary himself is an enlightened soul and
he shows the cosmic dance of Shiva and Shakti to the
boy. The boy lives with his mother. He leaves his mother
and reaches Haridwar with the emissary, whom he
adores as his guruji. Guruji introduces him to spirituality
during his short stay with him in the village. They reach
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Haridwar and Shankara gets trained by Shilagra Baba in
pranayama as a prelude to practicing kundalini
meditation. Baba further briefs the difference between
Advaita and Trika philosophies. Baba advises Shankara
and his guruji to proceed to Rishikesh to meet Mokshita
Yogi Maharaj.Mokshita Yogi Maharaj teaches him
kundalini meditation and the concept of karma. There
Shankara meets a woman and gets intimate with her.
After completing his training at Rishikesh, Shankara and
guruji proceed to Rudraprayag to meet Bhagola Aghori
Baba, who lives in a cave. He teaches Shankara the
finer aspects of spirituality and initiates him into kundalini
meditation. He then permits them to go back to
Rishikesh and then to Haridwar. On reaching Haridwar,
Shilagra Baba attained samadhi. Mother Ganges
appeared in person and took Baba's body. Shankara
takes over the reins of Shilagra Baba and becomes a
spiritual master. Shankara's guruji stayed back at
Rishikesh. When Shankara was meditating, during deep
trance his guruji asked him rush to Rishikesh. When
Shankara reached Rishikesh, his guruji attained
samadhi. A rustic boy gets transformed into a spiritual
guru in a matter of few days.
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